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Abstract

Despite its popularity, commercial instant messaging has changed little in the past 15 years. Conversations are linear, immutable, and susceptible to errors in turn-taking and referent resolution. Problems of incoherency occur with high frequency, yet no design has emerged that alleviates these problems in discourse sufficiently to achieve commercial adaption. We present Signs, an instant messaging design philosophy and implementation. We aim to reduce confusion while increasing expressive power. In Signs, the mutation of persistent discussion spaces facilitates repair of sequencing problems and functions as a proxy for new communication acts. This paper addresses the theory behind Signs, our specific design choices, and feedback from a brief user study.

1. Introduction

The structure of a medium directly impacts its communicative practices and efficiency [17, 33]. The typical implementation of instant messaging is prone to cycles of ambiguity and repair [11]. Its asynchronous nature leads authors to send short messages in bursty fragments, often interleaving parallel topics, to overcome immediacy issues in the medium. The combination of parallel thoughts and unnatural time-windows complicates turn-taking by forcing recipients to either reply as the stream comes in or wait until they perceive that it is their turn to reply. Unlike email, referential misunderstandings can more easily occur because replies are often not adjacent to the text they address. To fix these and other problems, we present the design, rationale, and early critique of Signs, an instant messenger that aims to augment communication by providing structural and gestural features to correct mistakes, clarify misunderstandings, and expand the expressive power of Instant Messaging (IM).

2. Motivation

It would be an understatement to say that semi-synchronous text-based communication is popular. One estimate from 2006 stated that 49% of the European population used desktop-based IM, in addition to Short Message Service (SMS) on mobile phones [4]. Clearly, the ability to communicate cheaply in near real-time using text has widespread appeal, despite the medium’s ill affordances [11]. We are interested in enhancing the communicative efficiency of IM by adding features that 1) increase awareness of the other user's actions and mental state, 2) helping repair problems that arise from inherent deficiencies of the medium's use, and 3) permitting new gestures that are only possible by computer-mediated means [13]. To reduce the number of variables while we craft our basic design, we currently only consider the design and analysis of dyadic conversations. Some of our techniques might need fundamental changes to support group conversations. We begin with the problems of current commercial instant messaging designs.

Instant messaging is semi-synchronous, principally textual, chronological, and non-linear. This is partly in direct contrast to the synchronous serial aural nature of face-to-face communication, the context in which our existing social processes of turn-taking and discourse structure has evolved. Freeing ourselves of this constraint is a double-edged sword. While we are now able to stream longer dialogues from our consciousness -- sometimes coherent and logically structured and other times tangential and haphazard -- our recipients must process parallel fragments while simultaneously replying to a subset therein. Despite the organic evolution of strategies to navigate around these issues, incoherence remains a frequent problem [11, 14, 21, 31].

A simple set of examples will help demonstrate some of the problems that people face everyday. See Traum [28] for a deeper discussion on conversational grounding in collaborative chat.
This example illustrates one typical pattern of ambiguity, where the breakdown occurs at the level of a shared cognitive frame. *Who*, the indexical linguistic pointer, is ambiguous. This pattern is by no means restricted to instant messaging, but occurs in most forms of communication. It is expected by B, to varying degrees of self-awareness, that A is able to disambiguate the referent *who*. The resolution could occur using the immediate context, a shared knowledge of actors, or other means of grounding the conversation [3]. Yet despite the ubiquity of this problem to all media, the qualities of instant messaging exacerbate difficulties in referent resolution.

Consider the following conversation:

A: I got a new job yesterday, are you still looking for yours?
B: Yeah

Due to the asynchronous, non-dedicated nature of IM as a communication channel, this pattern of ambiguity and partial replies occurs frequently. It can be caused by delays in typing, delays in network delivery, and shifting user attention. B could have just as easily only seen and replied to the first message before switching to another task, and be in the middle of typing a second and longer reply. To A, the conversation is stuck in either case, without any resolution to which question in which B was replying. Many instant messengers try to indicate to A when B is typing to create short-term expectations. If A can see that B is still typing, it boosts the expectation that *Yeah* was a reply to the first question. Yet in the majority of IM implementations, A receives the same "B is typing" indication whether the response is extremely long, or if B typed a single character and then stepped away from the computer. Without further modification of the interface, A is missing key information to assess and build communicative expectations.

Another example demonstrates some of the subtleties of ambiguity resolution and its associated cost structures.

A: You know I hate my job
A: my boss is always hanging on me,
A: do this, do that
A: no fun, do you like yours?
B: Yeah

Many would read this and assume, perhaps as A did, that B likes his job. But there are several alternative explanations that are just as likely. Because the placement of B’s response on A’s screen is subject to network latencies rather than the order in which B actually received the message and responded, B, who might in fact hate his job, could have actually only seen the first message and quickly replied. Another explanation is that B saw all of A’s messages, but B is responding to any of the lines *but* the last. In either case, we could expect that B would follow with an explanation of what he meant should he catch the ambiguity. Yet his repair would have to continue in the same costly medium of text. Despite the simplicity of the example, B would have to verbosely explain that he is aware of and shares compassion with A’s dislike of his job, but has not yet answered A’s last sequential message in order to completely disambiguate himself:

A: no fun, do you like yours?
B: Yeah

Instead, consider that B is able to resolve the ambiguity by a graphical affordance in the medium:

A: You know I hate my job
A: My boss is always hanging on me,
A: do this, do that
A: no fun, do you like yours?
B: Yeah

Using a simple graphical vocabulary, two arrows significantly compress the time required to both create and interpret the otherwise verbose text-based disambiguation. They also function as a new communicative act, as a repair process or otherwise. Further, such manipulations of the chat history are powerful speech acts that cannot be accomplished in synchronous voice-based communication. The chat history can become a primary advantage of using Computer Mediated Communications (CMC) rather than a side effect of the medium.

We believe significant improvements in communicative efficacy can be made to IM by refactoring the traditional design. Once such method is to provide explicit support to help structure and restructure discourse, such as the arrows above. We have devised a suite of such elements to address issues in repair, reference, and semantic clarity. We have also expanded our design to improve expressivity, addressing issues in non-textual communication, attention awareness and negotiation, and conversational linearity.

We now present related work, our choice of design philosophies and their implementation, a survey of
resulting usage patterns and informal feedback, and suggestions for future work.

3. Related work

Other attempts have been made at resolving issues in turn-taking and incoherence by providing structure or discourse visualization directly in the chat environment. Shankar’s Fugue [23] uses a visualization that places words horizontally by time, rather than in vertical clusters. The hope is that the overlap of concurrent words will become more apparent. Vronay et al. [32] attempted a similar technique of horizontal placement. Smith et. al’s Conversation trees [24] allows users to directly reply below the related message rather than add directly to the bottom, similar to Pimentel et. al’s system [22]. Fono and Baecker [7] tried to address issues in Smith’s interface by putting messages at both the bottom and contextually in the log.

In contrast to the above systems, we opt for a mutability approach where users modify the persistent space as needed, rather than make repair strategies a primary element of the interface. Chen and Sun [1] argue for a similar approach to incoherence resolution, contrasting IM with collaborative text editing, Mühlpfordt and Wessner [18] also elect to retain the typical design, using arrow-based referents to link messages within the chat log or to external web-based elements. However, their system stresses external referents as a primary element, appropriate to their group learning-specific needs.

4. Design

In contrast to many of the works mentioned above, we have opted for a design that is oriented towards casual, mostly-synchronous chat between two users. In doing so, we have elected not to heavily re-design the default message layout, maintaining a similar experience at first glance to existing commercial IM implementations. This restriction ensures we do not over-favor an enhancement such as incoherence repair to any other, keeping the interface simpler and more familiar. One subtle side effect is that we must remain mode-less, in contrast to systems like SharedShell [34]. Instead, functions are contextually revealed upon hovering the mouse over the desired object, such as an existing message.

Given the baseline requirement of keeping the IM experience roughly similar to user expectations, we modify and augment the interface to support coherence, repair, reference, and increased expression. To accomplish these goals, we use a stricter interpretation of What You See Is What I See (WYISIWIS), remove restrictions on linearity and immutability, and increase the use of non-textual elements.

4.1. WYISIWIS

WYISIWIS is an important principle for designing collaborative systems. If we wish to enable free manipulation as gesture in a co-habited space, everything that can be interpreted as a speech act should be synchronously shared [10, 29]. If the user knows the chat space consistently operates in a WYISIWIS manner, they can expect the remote participant to immediately understand any action according to the language visible on screen. That said, WYISIWIS can also be too restrictive, as discussed at length by Stefik et al. [26]. We have therefore relaxed WYISIWIS in select cases to facilitate a practical chat environment, i.e. window management is only partially shared.

WYISIWIS also allows us to cue users towards the attention of remote participants. By synchronizing scrolling across users, it becomes apparent when the remote participant is re-reading a previous portion of the chat log. This subtle detail yields a useful passive insight into the remote participant’s mental state, explaining delays in communication while roughly indicating messages under reconsideration.

4.2. Non-linearity and mutability

An overarching theme in Signs is the removal of immutability assumptions. When past actions in the log become mutable, they gain potential for new shortening communications or off-loading mental computation [16]. We mutate messages to correct errors or avoid quotation, and we mutate the order of messages to repair incoherence. The entire chat space thus becomes a common ground for communication, removing previous linear assumptions as well. This decision is at odds with highly asynchronous behavior, where new actions might go unnoticed by the remote participant. We rely on users to act appropriately, inferring the level of attention of remote participants, and to repair as necessary.

4.3. Non-textual communication

Text-only interfaces limit our communicative abilities [12]. While many commercial IM clients are mixed-media, where users can inject existing photos into the chat space, this heavy-weight approach neglects more free-form graphical communication. Signs allows users to draw anywhere in the chat space much like a shared whiteboard. Unlike most whiteboard implementations which separate chat from drawing, Signs users can draw anywhere in the chat
space, similar to Sun’s SharedShell [34] but without the modes. Additionally, Signs provides a limited set of graphical markers as structuring agents.

5. Implementation

Signs is implemented using Flex such that it can be accessed inside a web browser, or as a stand-alone application using the Adobe AIR framework. It is uses the open Jabber chat protocol for maximum flexibility and compatibility. The Jabber protocol allows Signs to communicate with other Signs members in its own protocol using the Out Of Band (OOB) communications channel. Signs maintains backwards compatibility with ordinary chat clients by disabling its enhanced features upon detection. The scalable open source Openfire Jabber server allows us to implement future extensions using a plug-in architecture and bridge popular chat networks such as Google Talk and AOL Instant Messenger. We felt this bridge was critical for the adaption of Signs, and removes the need to maintain a Signs-specific buddy list by using existing social networks. OpenSocial and Facebook Connect can be used as they become available.

5.1. Basic application design

Figure 1. A Signs chat session with two active conversations

Figure 1 shows a typical Signs session. On the top bar we put the "background state" of Signs: buddy lists, active chats, status of the bridge to other networks, and the ability to file bug reports. In the main area we have two concurrent chats, each conducted in their own window. Working under the WYSIWIS principle, the size of a chat window is fixed to ensure participants always see the same view. We discuss issues around resizing windows in future work.

5.2. Chat windows

Figure 2. An active chat window

Figure 2 shows a detail view of a Signs chat window. Each participant has a side in the window for text entry and log, as indicated by name and color assignment. Applying the WYSIWIS principle, text entry for remote users is shown character-by-character in real-time, akin to the original Unix talk. This technique allows users to better estimate the level of attention, hesitation, and other discernable attributes by observing the rhythm of participation. However, we relax WYSIWIS for privacy sake, blurring text entry until the complete message is sent to the log. While faster comprehension could be achieved by not blurring the text as demonstrated in the Awarenex interface [27], it would prevent the use of the chat box to offload mental computation [16] in situations where users need to be careful with word choice.

True to most IM designs, Figure 2 shows how incoming messages vertically stack in chronological order. We emphasize the original chronology by increasing the vertical space in proportion to the time elapsed between messages. Thus large breaks in the conversation are reflected spatially. To prevent large breaks from leaving too much white space, a sigmoidal function dampens the distance.
5.3. Mutability

Messages in Signs are mutable. Clicking once inside a message allows a user to modify its content. Modifications are shown using a similar style to Microsoft Word's tracking changes feature, where deleted text is given a strike-through while new text is colored to indicate authorship. Despite separations for entry, users are free to modify the text of any participant. A shortcut to retracting an entire message is provided by a simple toggle shown next to a message on hover. Instead of a strike-thru, this mode blurs and de-blurs the message, as shown in Figure 3. We chose blurring to emphasize that the reader should ignore the message entirely, however an argument for using a strike-through could just as easily be made.

5.4. Referents

Indexical pointers are an important structuring element in Signs, which are principally implemented as an arrow between messages, much like in ConcertChat [18]. Hovering over any message reveals a small adjacent circle that functions as a source and sink for graphical arrows, as depicted in 4. Dragging from one circle to another creates an arrow in the gutter between participant logs, as shown in Figure 3. Because both sides are separated, patterns between source and destination participants are visually emphasized across the x-axis. The visual reminder provides a kind of subtle proxy for social roles and behavior [6].

Users can also point to an existing message by double clicking it. This low-cost mechanism triggers an animation that highlights the message border, as shown in Figure 5. Our motivation comes from anecdotal conversations with heavy IM users who said they frequently copy and pasted previous messages to make a point. Note that only because we have synchronized scrolling can A be sure that B is seeing the same animation if the message is from the distant past.

5.5. Doodling

Free-form doodles are combined in a spontaneous collaborative drawing event.
Free-form drawing on the chat space is accomplished by simply clicking and dragging anywhere in the window. We call this doodling. Doodles stick to the area relative to nearby messages in order to maintain their original context. Doodles can be deleted or repositioned using the control frame that surrounds a doodle on hover. Figure 6 depicts a collaborative drawing session that organically emerged between both participants. Notice the two different colors that reflect authorship.

5.5. Window management

Adhering to a mostly strict WYSIWIS interpretation, window presence (but not position) is mirrored. Upon creation, a chat window will immediately appear on the recipient’s screen. Closing, minimizing, and maximizing a window is also synchronized. Such a strict use of WYSIWIS is motivated by the desire to integrate outeraction [20] into the window itself, which in turn functions as a proxy for negotiating communication. For example, one can signal that they are unwilling to embark or continue a discussion by closing the window. Equally, one can minimize a window to signal the desire for a temporary break, which stays minimized unless contested. We hypothesize this feature will be particularly important in future iterations where parallel windows are used to support multi-threading.

6. Evaluation

We have conducted a brief initial study of Signs. Over the past two weeks, 27 adults used Signs with varying regularity. The group mostly consisted of graduate students who are self-reportedly heavy users of instant messaging. We conducted free-form interviews with a subset of 9 users to question their perceptions of instant messaging and the Signs methodology. We were chiefly interested in their experience of incoherency in IM and whether Signs could support repair. We also questioned the usefulness of our approach, and any general feelings on the research product. We now itemize the reaction to each major feature and the philosophy behind Signs.

6.1. Incoherence

All 9 users agreed that incoherence is a problem, and one participant went so far as to predict that it occurs at least twice in any conversation over 30 minutes. Only one participant felt they had a satisfactory strategy to prevent incoherence, but that Signs would help alleviate the rigidity of his strategy. He continued, "It’s definitely a problem. It happens in almost every conversation, especially if the other person is not being very synchronous. I might tell them three or so things before they reply, and it’s not clear what they're replying to."

6.2. Visibility of text before commitment

All 9 users liked the obscured character-by-character revealing of text entry. Two users reported that blurring looks like an error, and that it caused eyestrain. Both suggested the use of nonsensical symbols to replace blurring universally, or to use a strike-through to redact messages.

6.3. Redaction

One user found an inconsistency in that the blurring of text was not colored. He felt that every manipulation over time should retain the author's color. Thus even de-blurred text should leave behind some evidence that it had been previously blurred.

6.4. Arrows

All users agreed with varying enthusiasm that arrows could help the process of repairing incoherence. Despite any successes, almost all users reported that our mechanism for creating the arrows was too sensitive. One noticed the lack of an elegant way to connect a new message to one in the distant past.

6.5. Message re-ordering

Most users enjoyed re-ordering messages by dragging. One conjectured it would be more useful than arrows for repair. Another wanted drag messages off-screen to delete them. Multiple users suggested that re-ordering could also become merge, adding visual emphasis for message flow. Finally, it was suggested that arrows could be used to maintain a history of re-ordering, potentially addressing practical issues in synchronicity.

6.6. Doodling

Doodling was discovered by all participants (a testament to ease of use), and was universally liked. Many thought it might help more than arrows or re-ordering to repair incoherence. It is important to note that while doodles can accomplish many of the same tasks as native structuring elements, only a long-term study can reveal how and when such functions are used. Without a pen-based touch screen, doodling with a mouse is inexact, and thus might be more awkward than the native pointers we also support.

6.7. Split sides
Because Signs separates its users into two columns, many users immediately remarked about the departure from the familiar. Three users wanted a single view, but only because of habit rather than a defect in our design. Three others did not like the perceived inconsistency that messages could be re-ordered vertically but not across the gutter, despite issues of ownership. Two users felt aware of “chat property” from the gutter, pressuring them not to manipulate the other side. However, only one user felt too uncomfortable in any situation to manipulate another’s messages. We interpret these preliminary results such that our separation enabled a new kind of power dynamic that will likely be developed through long-term social engagement.

6.8. Synchronized Scrolling

Five users reported feeling a new insight into the mental state of their chat partner by watching them scroll back to re-read portions of the log. They happily reported it was one of the most dramatic and desirable differences from IM as they previously knew it. However, another three felt contention with being able to add or view recent entries when their partner scrolled back. All three suggested some kind of split-screen where the most recent messages remain visible when the log is scrolled. An implementation fault allowed scrolling to occur while an arrow was being dragged, disabling the arrow creation. This error demonstrates that all resources should be locked during manipulation, not just the resource under contention.

6.9. Vertical spacing

Two users suggested doing away with the extra vertical spacing, preferring a layout that indicated time using well placed time stamps. Skype’s implementation was specifically suggested as exemplary.

6.10. History

Three users suggested that they wanted to see a separate abbreviated history of the chat to quickly find Signs-centric annotations.

6.11. Synchronized window manipulation

While most users enjoyed the synchronization of window management, it stressed the semi-asynchronous nature of IM. Many wanted the ability to keep the asynchronous aspect of IM, as it was one of the primary advantages of the medium. They suggested instead highlighting gestures in the window during long pauses. De-synchronization of window closing and minimization was also requested.

6.12. Miscellaneous Suggestions

It was suggested that a variable slider could grow or shrink the chat log to aid searching for previous annotations. Another noted that since doodles can be created over past messages, a set of user-assigned icons or emoticons could be dragged on messages like stamps to more easily annotate the conversation.

Three users felt that the flow of the messages could be better illustrated. While this problem exists in most commercial IM clients, Signs prompted the inspiration for larger architectural changes. It was suggested that Natural Language Processing (NLP) could be used to understand the discourse structure to drive a novel display algorithm. There already exists some attempt to use NLP to help structure and automate features of a chat environment, such as automating the threading annotations [15, 19]. Vilhjálmsson’s Spark avatar-based chat system uses a multitude of discourse analysis algorithms to automate avatar gestures [30]. We have been philosophically opposed to any automation that could falsely express a communicative act or collective state, but it might be possible to find an appropriate middle ground that errors on the conservative side.

Several users suggested that keyboard shortcuts could be used in lieu of switching to using the mouse, alleviating many perceived usability problems. Keyboard shortcuts could be aided with information obtained from discourse analysis using the techniques alluded to above.

7. Sample usage patterns

Signs has been used for a long enough period to generate a wide variety of contexts in which its features were employed. To demonstrate the utility of Signs, we present select screenshots to highlight some interesting usage patterns that naturally emerged. Note that we add speckled noise to anonymize the participants. Because the names are removed, the left side will be referred to as A and the right B.
In Figure 7, A is confused as to what B is asking. A uses doodles to reemphasize what A thinks is the source of the confusion, suggesting that referents could be added on a sub-message level.

In Figure 8, A uses a circle reference a sub-clause of B’s message, then adds the question sounds good? In response, B draws a large happy face to next to B’s own referent to continue the doodling spirit.

Figure 9 shows how annotation can separate a sequence of items to aid B’s confusion. Because doodling is real-time and synchronous, circles appear one at a time despite the inexact process of drawing with a mouse.

Arrows can also be used to reduce confusion outside of referents. In Figure 10, A reinforces his dislike of his projects by drawing an arrow from B’s point of confusion.
8. Conclusions and Future Work

Instant messaging induces problems of coherence and structure. Despite emergent processes to facilitate turn-taking and threading, difficulties exist in most lengthy conversations. Recognizing this well-published problem, a few alternative solutions have been previously suggested [7, 22, 23, 24, 32]. However, none have reached maturity in design or have been well received enough to gain commercial adaption.

We have presented Signs, a design for instant messaging that strives to improve communicative efficiency by adding tools to directly help structure the conversation. By synchronizing the displays of participants and allowing the manipulation of the persistent chat log, we introduce new mechanisms for expression and clarification. Our methods have been well received in our limited user study, but not enough evaluation has occurred to determine any clear winners or losers in our feature set.

Our choice of WYSIWIS has been a double-edged sword. While users have appreciated the increased power of gesture and insight through synchronicity, it is directly at odds with the use of instant messaging as an asynchronous medium. Future work must first resolve this divide, either by removing any support for asynchronous conversations or by emphasizing history while relaxing some assumptions of synchronicity.

We conclude that the combination of tools in our design can lead to major improvements in user enjoyment of instant messaging. Our design choices are not radical enough to prevent adaption, and are powerful enough to have been valued by our study’s participants. We foresee a strong future in manipulating persistent chat spaces, freeing ourselves from the artificial restrictions of an immutable history.
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